Abstract This paper presents some tentative experiments in using a special case of rewriting rules in Mizar 
where the formulas φ i are premises and ψ is the conclusion. Since Mizar is a disprover, the conclusion is negated and added to the premises, so such an inference is transformed to φ 1 , φ 2 , . . . , φ n , ¬ψ where means falsehood, or rather to
The premise is then translated into its disjunctive normal form (DNF), i.e. a disjunction of conjunctions of possibly negated propositionally atomic formulas. Here, a propositionally atomic formula is one whose the principal operator is not a logical connective. Propositionally atomic formulas include atomic formulas (among them equalities) and formulas whose the principal operator is a universal quantifier.
Since the acceptance of the original inference is equivalent to the refutation of the corresponding DNF, i.e. refutation of each disjunct separately, the task of the inference checker is to check inferences of the form
where the α i are possibly negated propositionally atomic formulas.
The module Equalizer dealing with equational calculus [13] has to check such an inference. When some premises are equalities, computing their congruence closure can help in the checking process, where the congruence closure of a relation R defined on a set A is understood as a minimal congruence relation containing the original relation R. A relation S is called congruence, if it is an equivalence relation (it satisfies axioms of reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity) and fulfills the axiom of monotonicity saying that for every n-ary operation f, if all pairs of arguments are in the relation S, then results are also in the relation, which we can express as
A congruence relation is then a monotonic equivalence relation.
A congruence is represented by its equivalence classes [a] R , which are sets of all b ∈ A such that aRb , that is
The a is called the representant of the class. Two elements are called congruent, if they belong to the same equivalence class. Every equivalence relation defined on A divides it into disjoint nonempty equivalence classes, whose union gives the entire set A.
Effective algorithms computing congruence closure can be found in [5, 10, 11, 14] . Congruence closure can be utilized to check if an equality of two expressions is a consequence of a set of other equalities. An answer is based on the answer to the question, if the given equality belongs to the congruence closure. If it does, then the equality is a consequence, and if the equality is not a member of the congruence closure, it cannot be derived from the set of equalities.
For example, having equalities y = z, f (y) = z, and f (z) = x, one can infer that x = y. A possible scenario could be: since y = z and
Then, by symmetry and transitivity with f (y) = z one knows that x = z and again by symmetry and transitivity with y = z one can conclude that x = y. In fact, all equalities among x = y = z = f (y) = f (z) belong to the congruence closure.
Another use of the congruence closure used by Checker is to detect a contradiction. When the congruence closure is created and one of the following cases hold -there are two premises of the form P [x] and ¬P[y] and x, y are congruent, or -there is a premise of the form x = y again when x, y are congruent the contradiction is reported and the conjunction is refuted.
The input to Equalizer is a fixed collection of terms and all equalities accessible at the given stage of the proof. In principle, when the collection of terms has been built, it should never expand-Equalizer works on a closed set of terms named the universe of discourse. It protects the system from generating unexpected terms which could increase the amount of time needed to process an inference. For example, the associativity of multiplication (x * y)
The universe of discourse is internally represented as a collection of so called cumulated terms, that is a collection of equivalence classes initialized as trivial classes containing one term of the universe of discourse each. Complex terms are expressed in terms of representants of arguments, for example a * b + c * d is stored as E 1 + E 2 , where E 1 represents a * b and E 2 represents c * d. Equalizer processes accessible equalities and when it finds an applicable one, it performs dedicated actions over adequate equivalence classes. The basic operation on equivalence classes is merging two classes. Roughly speaking, it joins two classes creating a new one, chooses its representant, and replaces occurrences of old representants of joined classes in all terms of the universe of discourse by the new one. The process is repeated until no merging can be done.
Mizar supports two kinds of proven sentences: theorems and background knowledge (called properties and registrations). To use a theorem one needs to refer to it explicitly (using by). Accessible background knowledge is used by Checker automatically. Only sentences of particular shapes (e.g. commutativity) qualify as background knowledge. Reading articles stored in the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) it was observed that quite many theorems contain statements about equality, and in the current version of Mizar there is no way to promote them to become background knowledge.
Properties in Mizar are special formulas, which can be registered while defining new unary or binary operations and used by Equalizer by default. Properties currently supported in the Mizar language for unary operations are involutiveness and projectivity and for binary operations commutativity and idempotence, with their traditional meanings. Looking at structure of formulas corresponding to invo-
, and idempotence f (x, x) = x, it can be seen that they may be thought of as rewriting rules [1] for which the successor (right hand side) is a subterm of the predecessor (left hand side).
This observation has led us to extending the Mizar language and enhancing the Checker with a new mechanism working with terms called reductions, which increases the deductive power of the Checker.
The details of this mechanism are described in the next section.
Reductions
In the sequel, by a reduction we mean an equality for which the successor is a subterm of the predecessor. This section describes an experimental implementation inside Mizar of the proposed reduction mechanism.
Syntax
The syntax of reductions mimics the syntax of registrations with certain modifications.
Reductions can be introduced in Mizar texts as parts of registration blocks. They can be mixed with other constructions allowed in such blocks.
The grammar of reductions is:
Reduction-Registration = "reduce" Term-Expression "to" Term-Expression ";" Correctness-Conditions .
The correctness condition, called reducibility, generated by the system is the equality of the two terms. In general a reduction (with pseudo-variables) could look like: To preserve the rule that Equalizer only considers terms in the given universe of discourse, the successor has to be a subterm of the predecessor. A simple check of the structures of the two terms ensures that all components are already collected in the universe of discourse. As an example, the theorem for F being Field, v being Vector of F holds v -v = 0.F; cannot be presented as a reduction, because 0.F is not a subterm of v -v.
Moreover, to avoid introducing trivial reductions, we require that the successor has to be a proper subterm of the predecessor.
In languages supporting hidden arguments of operations, the notion "subterm" can have two, slightly different, meanings, depending on whether or not hidden arguments count as subterms. Because the Mizar language allows hidden arguments, we decided to regard hidden arguments as subterms. For example, the theorem saying that the image of the natural homomorphism generated by a normal subgroup of a given group is the quotient group, in the MML formulated as: The way to use reductions defined in other articles is to import them with the environment directive registrations.
Possible Errors
This section presents errors related to reductions reported by the Mizar verifier. Standard errors related to the general syntax, accessibility of symbols, notions, loci, etc. are not listed here. ::> 258 Left term must be a standard term
In the above error explanation a standard term is a term of the form F(τ 1 , . . . , τ n ) , where F is a defined functor applied to terms, so, for example, selector terms like the carrier of are not allowed.
Experiments
The implemented software was tested on Mizar Version 7.12.01 working with MML Version 4.128.1067.
Detection
An important part of the reduction package is a tool (to be included in official distributions of the Mizar system to help authors to detect possible reductions during their work) which detects theorems stored in the MML, that could be rewritten as reductions. In the current version of the MML, 1579 cases were found. The Library Committee, who is responsible for management, developing and revisions of the MML, decided not to introduce all reductions detected as they are, but to analyze their complexity (how complex are predecessors and successors), usability, degree of obviousness, or whether there are better ways of formulating these facts available in Mizar.
Kinds of Reductions
Analyzing the list of detected theorems it was observed that they can be classified into several groups depending on different criteria based on the structure of terms involved in equalities.
Empty Set
The first group of theorems (106 cases) are reductions of some terms to the empty set. They are typically equalities where one of the arguments is the empty set, like R | {} = {} (a restriction of a relation to the empty set). An argument against introducing reductions for such facts is that they all can be formulated as functorial registrations-registrations saying that a term fulfills some propertieslike cluster R | {} -> empty, which could also be processed by Analyzer (a modul of Checker responsible for type checking and reconstruction of hidden arguments) when processing adjectives in term types. 
Requirements-Like Reductions
Another type of possible reductions are facts processed by the mechanism called requirements, which are special modules implemented in the system for automatization of reasonings within particular theories, like arithmetic over complex numbers, [8] . An example of such reductions is complex multiplication by zero (z * 0 = 0, requirements ARITHM).
Properties-Like Reductions
In mathematics there are unary operations, say f , satisfying the property f m (x) = f n (x). Such equalities fulfill the condition we imposed on reductions (one term is a subterm of another, when m = n). Some of them have commonly used names, like projectivity for m = 2,
and automatic processing of these properties is already implemented in Mizar. Table 1 presents numbers of theorems which could be rewritten as properties supported by Mizar.
In the MML there are also theorems about operations satisfying the property for other values of m and n, for example: for x being Nat holds abs x = x. They could be reductions, or it would be worth introducing other properties to the Mizar language, at least for small values of m and n.
Conclusions and Further Work
Analyzing possibilities offered by reductions, a couple of questions have arisen:
-Should Mizar still support properties projectivity, involutiveness, idempotence? -Should other properties be introduced to the language? -Which requirements should be rewritten as reductions, if any? -How complex terms could be used in reductions?
Since reductions constitute a new construction, the Library Committee suggests not to remove existing features of the Mizar system and language, and postpone a decision giving authors the opportunity to use both and wait for the feedback from them.
Further development of reductions can go in different directions. Better integration with the congruence engine would allow application of more reductions. Furthermore development of other relations between predecessors and successors (other than being a subterm) would increase their usability.
Moreover, the Mizar Mathematical Library requires revisions to exploit reductions. Introducing new reductions to the already stored Mizar articles can possibly produce irrelevant references and unnecessary proof steps. Then, revisions of articles with tools like Relprem and Reliters [6, 9] should be performed.
